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A lab manual for the General Chemistry course, Beran has been popular for the past nine editions

because of its broad selection of experiments, clear layout, and design. Containing enough material

for two or three terms, this lab manual emphasizes chemical principles as well as techniques. In

addition, the manual helps students understand the timing and situations for various techniques.
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It's ok. I used this for my Gen. Chem class. The set up is ok, it does explain how to set up the

experiment. Homework and calculation part was kind of tricky. Kind of pricey, but no matter what the

reviews are, we know these kinds of books are mandatory for the lab class.

The laboratory manual is what you would expect. The language can sometimes be confusing,

making the procedures hard to follow, but the introduction to the lab is often very help and allows

you recall formulas and knowledge from reading the chapters in your text book. A lot of the

problems are better worded than in the previous 9th edition as well. This makes it easier to



understand what the book is asking. However, sometimes some questions are just to vague and

yahoo answers will be a great resource if you cannot find what exactly is being asked. Overall, a

better chemistry manual than I have dealt with before, but still has its shortcomings. The reference

appendix is by far the most helpful resource.

Do not make my poor mistake and buy a used lab manual. Coming from a low income family with

just enough scholarships to cover everything but books, hear me out. The lab pages you need to

actually record your answers, won't be there. All you have is lab procedures. I basically bought a

$100 used lab manual that just tells me what to do and I have no way of seeing the questions or

recording my answers, and I have no idea what to do. Don't be me. Be smart!

The lab manual had MOST of the pages, but a lot of the pages had been ripped out. I think it would

be helpful to have some kind of quality check before sending the books out?

Solid lab book on general chemistry. Much more economical than a school book store, and it arrived

on time for my son's first assignments.

Definitely late 20th Century stuff

I had to purchase this manual for CHM111. I don't know what lab manuals are supposed to be like,

but this one was organized and helpful. It had thorough instructions for all lab procedures and

experiments.

It was awful. It was missing 20 pages of text that we needed and we ended up buying it elsewhere
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